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Jackson Hole Airport, Wyoming
Wood, for its natural look, was an obvious choice for the Jackson Hole Airport—the only commercial airport located within a U.S. national park. The airport’s 14,000-sq.-ft. ticketing
lobby evokes a ski lodge vibe, which is perfect for the airport’s 300,000 annual enplanements that land tourists and adventure seekers inside Grand Teton National Park.

Jackson Hole Airport photo credits: Matthew Millman

cypress
} Its grain and color made the species the choice for the lobby’s
exterior ceiling as well as for the lobby area
} Able to perform under a variety of different weather conditions
} Rot resistant
} A low-VOC sealer protects both the interior and exterior wood
panels from the elements, preserving their natural honey tones
and improving the terminal’s indoor air quality
} The heavy timber is FSC certified, from the structural wood to
the wood doors
} Cypress can be used anywhere for a non-structural, decorative,
or siding material. Some areas may require the span tables we
now have before allowing use as structural members
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Reflecting the Local Character
By Mindi Zissman, Contributing Writer

Carolina’s AIA chapter building and the Herrington Recovery Center in southern Wisconsin
all take the use of wood to the next level, employing it both inside and out, in warm and

From the public sector to the private sector and everywhere in between, wood is back.
Employed for its sustainable properties, strength and homey feel, wood is returning to
office buildings, healthcare facilities and even airports around the country.
“Wood is making a good comeback; we’ve been using it a lot lately to warm up spaces,”

cold climates, to create unique spaces.

Jackson Hole Airport, Wyoming
Wood was an obvious choice for the Jackson Hole Wyoming Airport, the only commercial

said John Curran, vice president, TWP Architecture, Elm Grove, Wisc. “I think there’s a period

airport located within a U.S. national park, for its natural look. The airport’s 14,000-sq.-ft.

that we lost it in the ’80s or ’90s. We got away from it because it was used in the ’50s and

ticketing lobby evokes a ski lodge vibe, well suited for the airport’s 300,000 annual enplane-

’60s, but now the way we’re using it is very similar to the ’50s and ’60s, including exposed

ments that land tourists and adventure seekers inside Grand Teton National Park.

beams, within the structural framing or as a horizontal paneling accent,” said Curran.
Beyond appearance, though, wood can perform as well, if not better, than other build-

“Jackson Hole is a unique town and we [the ownership and Gensler] felt the airport
should relate to the area and be a reflection of its community and region,” said architect

ing materials. “Certain woods, depending on the size, can even hold up better than steel, like

Brent Mather with Gensler’s Denver office. “The entire airport design relates to the region

heavy timber frame construction,” said Curran.

through materiality, color and texture, yet in a modern design. There is a certain charm and

In each of the following projects, wood was specified for its ability to reflect the local
character, add durability to a project or soften an interior. The Jackson Hole Airport, North

sensibility in mountain architecture in Jackson. Wood was just one of several materials chosen to exude these qualities.”
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With the Teton Range itself as an immediate backdrop,
designers had to meet specific building requirements,
including the need for materials that can withstand the
region’s drastic winter weather and building height requirements, which included a cap at 18 ft. high to ensure unobstructed views of the mountain range.
For the ticketing lobby’s exterior ceiling, continuing
inside throughout the lobby area, Gensler chose cypress
wood for its rot resistance, ability to perform under a variety
of different weather conditions, grain and color. A low-VOC
sealer protects both the interior and exterior wood panels
from the elements, preserving their natural honey tones and
improving the terminal’s indoor air quality. The heavy timber
is FSC certified, from the structural wood to the wood doors.
Earning LEED Silver, the new ticketing lobby features
a number of other sustainable elements, including a drip
irrigation system that reduces the potable water demand
around the site and the use of green electricity products
and renewable energies through the Green-e Program.
“The wood element provides the backdrop for the entire
structure, and gives the visitor that unique Wyoming feel,”
said Ray Bishop, airport director and Wyoming native.

AIA Photo Credits: Timothy Hursley

American Institute of Architects,
Center for Architecture + Design,
Raleigh, North Carolina
The North Carolina Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects (AIANC) Center for Architecture and Design is the
first-ever AIA chapter headquarters built from the ground
up. The 12,000-sq.-ft. facility, designed by Frank Harmon
Architect PA, Raleigh, is clad in locally available cypress
that features cypressene, a preservative oil produced in the
wood that makes it resistant to decay, insects and other
AIANC Headquarters: cypress

damaging elements.

} Locally available cypress
} Features cypressene, a preservative oil produced in the wood that makes it resistant to decay, insects and
other damaging elements, furthering durability, according to the Southern Cypress Manufacturers Assn.
(www.cypressinfo.org)

appearance is warm, friendly and familiar,” said Harmon.

“Cypress is readily available in North Carolina, and its
The cypress on this new, modern building’s exterior is the
same species of wood that’s been used for generations to
build shrimp boats on the Carolina coast. “With minimal
maintenance, cypress will weather beautifully over the
years, even in a harsh, salty coastal climate,” said Harmon.

Exterior
Local to the project, cypress was a natural choice for the AIA North Carolina’s offices.

Oriented on the southern edge of its site, the majority
of the facility’s surrounding property functions as an urban
park, making the most of natural lighting and ventilation.
Earning LEED Platinum, the building’s parking garden features porous paving that supports cars and doubles as a
multi-use plaza collecting rainwater to be used in a landscaped bi-retention planter and providing an outdoor gathering space for chapter events.
“We won’t be building in the same wasteful ways,”
said Harmon. “With new emphasis on alternative energy
and sustainable design, the AIANC Center demonstrates a
new way to build. It is a flagship for green architecture in
North Carolina, and a blueprint that can be adapted across
the country.”
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